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RB 7 on Humility:  Steps 9–11 
 
 
We now come to a group of three steps that have to do with speech. Here is how the text reads: 
56The ninth step of humility is that a monk controls his tongue and remains silent, not speaking 
unless asked a question, 57for Scripture warns, “In a flood of words you will not avoid sinning,” 
(Prov 10:19), 58and, “A talkative man goes about aimlessly on earth,” (Ps 139[140]:12). 
59The tenth step of humility is that he is not given to ready laughter, for it is written, “Only a fool 
raises his voice in laughter,” (Sir 21:23). 
60The eleventh step of humility is that a monk speaks gently and without laughter, seriously and 
with becoming modesty, briefly and reasonably, but without raising his voice, 61as it is written, 
“A wise man is known by his few words.” 
 
 
It is probably best to begin with the last of these steps first. The eleventh step presents a short but 
striking sketch of the ideal monk. The traits mentioned here overlap with what Benedict 
recommends regarding such figures as the cellarer and the porter: these are meant to be people 
who are serious but approachable, people who have a sincere good word to offer in any 
circumstance. Benedict labels this sketch as wisdom: “A wise man is known by his few words,” 
a non-biblical saying he retained, contrary to his usual tendency to keep only sayings from 
scripture. Benedict would have us become wise, and a sure sign of that wisdom is measured, 
reasonable, and humble speech. 
 
 
Whereas the eleventh step is descriptive, steps nine and ten are more like “thou shalt not…” 
passages. These two steps are conditions for reaching the ideal of the wise person with a wise 
tongue. Too much speech and a certain kind of laughter are signs that wisdom is still far away. 
 
 
Regarding laughter, it is important to notice that Benedict nowhere says there should be no 
laughter in the monastery. What he warns against here is “ready laughter,” which term seems to 
target the superficiality of this kind of mirth. We can perhaps form an idea of what Benedict is 
targeting here by referring to the end of chapter six on silence: there he relates foolish laughter to 
vulgarity and gossip. Also, in chapter four he warns against empty and excessive laughter. 
Although he never describes acceptable laughter, it seems reasonable to apply to laughter the 
same criteria that make the difference between good and bad speech. 
 
 
The ninth step relates humility with a reduced amount of speaking. Actually, the words Benedict 
uses suggest a double approach. First there is deliberate reduction of speech: here he uses the 
word ‘to restrain’ or ‘to hold back’. Then there is the positive maintenance of quiet: his words 



here are taciturnitatem habens, as if quietness is something you keep or hold. This latter 
expression is especially helpful. Silence is not just a matter of self-control or conformity to rules. 
Quietness is a treasure of the inner life. It is something to be held and protected. To keep your 
peace or to keep quiet is only possible if you have peace and quiet within you.  
 
 
And here we circle back to the wisdom theme. The bottom line for Benedict here is that a wise 
person needs few words. 
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